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This report is the result of a fire risk reduction assessment carried out by a team from Fire Aid in March 2018. 
Commissioned by the International Organization for Migration (IOM), the combination desktop review and 
on-site assessment aimed to assess fire risk; community practices, opinions, and responses towards fire; 
and identify practical strategies for reducing the risk of fire in the Wau Protection of Civilian Adjacent Area 
(PoCAA), an IDP camp under the protection of UN Mission in South Sudan (UNMISS) peacekeeping forces.

The assessment was commissioned on the realisation of the fire risk present in the site following a major 
IDP influx and emergency site rehabilitation. Due to limits on available space and legal limitations on shelter 
construction, it was not possible to meet Sphere Minimum Standards, especially for shelter spacing. The 
resulting congested space, cramped living environment, and temporary shelter materials created a site where 
small-scale fires have taken place, affecting the health, livelihood, and economy of IDP households. Although 
no major fire has yet occurred, the danger remains present.
 
Following a desktop review of available data and literature, the Fire Aid team visited South Sudan in March 
and April 2018. During this time, they met with a full range of key actors, including NGO service providers, 
UN humanitarian agencies, and UNMISS officials and conducted extensive site visits to the PoCAA in Wau, 
including community consultations. In addition, the team reviewed IOM storage, warehouse, and office 
facilities and two Collective Centers managed by CCCM partner agency Action for Development (AFOD), 
though these findings fall outside the scope of this report.

Based on these visits, interviews and discussions, the following analysis and recommendations have been 
made. These are aimed at aiding IOM and other humanitarian stakeholders to work together to make 
improvements in all aspects of fire risk reduction, creating a quantifiably safer and more dignified living 
environment for displaced persons in the Wau PoCAA.

We believe that the recommendations in this report, if followed, will improve the situation of those concerned. 
It is our hope that this will lead to better safety, reduced injury and reduced loss of life in fire incidents among 
internally displaced people in South Sudan.

Adrian Brown     Steve Jordan   
MBA, FIFireE     MBE, MA, MIFireE
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Abbreviations

ACTED Agency for Technical Cooperation and Development
CCCM  Camp Coordination and Camp Management
CWG  Community Watch Group
GoSS  Government of South Sudan
IDP  Internally Displaced Person
IMC   International Medical Corps
INGO  International Non-governmental Organisation
IOM  International Organization for Migration
NFI  Non Food Items
NGO  Non-Governmental Organisation
OXFAM Oxford Famine Relief International
QRF  Quick Reaction Force
PoC AA Protection of Civilians Area Adjacent
RRP  Relief, Reintegration and Protection (UNMISS)
UK  United Kingdom
UN  United Nations
UNDSS United Nations Department for Safety and Security
UNHCR United Nations High Commission for Refugees
UNMAS United Nations Mines Action Service
UNMISS United Nations Mission in South Sudan
UNPOL United Nations Police
UV  Ultraviolet 
WASH  Water, Sanitation and Health
WFP  World Food Programme
WHO  World Health Organisation
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Context: Wau PoCAA

South Sudan remains in the grips of a civil war and humanitarian crisis. Since the start of the conflict in 2013, internal 
displacement has reached 1.8 million people (Source: UNOCHA), with up to 85 percent estimated to be women and 
children. Standing at an ethnic and linguistic crossroads in the Western Bahr el Ghazal region, Wau has been the site 
of conflict-driven displacement since 2014, with large displacements occurring in September 2016 and April 2017. The 
largest displacement site, the Wau Protection of Civilians “Area Adjacent” to the Wau UNMISS base (PoCAA), currently 
hosts a population of 20,702 Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) as of April 2018. The PoCAA stands as a refuge for 
civilians fleeing armed conflict in both the neighborhoods of Wau town and the surrounding regions.

Since the opening of the site in June 2016, IOM has served as the Camp Coordination and Camp Management (CCCM) 
agency, taking responsibility for coordinating the humanitarian response; building and maintaining site infrastructure; 
promoting community participation in camp governance and ensuring dignified living conditions for the PoC AA’s 
temporary residents. 

In April 2017, armed conflict entered Wau town and forced some 17,000 people into the PoCAA seeking refuge, nearly 
doubling the population. However, without additional space made available by local authorities, IOM was forced to 
undertake a redesign of the camp. This site rehabilitation, completed in March 2018, created sanitary living conditions, 
upgraded humanitarian infrastructure to accommodate the larger population and re-organized the population, 
equitably allocating space to each site resident. However, due to the space constraints, the PoCAA remained the most 
crowded displacement site in South Sudan, with the average resident living in only 9.6m2 of land, a faction of the Sphere 
humanitarian standards of 45 m2.
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Shelter Context

Site Layout 
Wau PoCAA covers 200,000m2 area with 20,702 residents1 organized into 5,047 households.  It is widely acknowledged 
that the restricted land space and continued crises there is a shortage of living space. Currently, Sphere standards2 
recommend that for every one person there should be approximately 45m2.  However, in the case of Wau PoCAA the 
assessment team were informed that the current figure is approximately 9.66m2 per person. This places an increasing 
burden on the IOM to provide safe shelter space and manage a densely populated and congested site.

The site is divided into 3 zones: A, B and C.  Within each zone there are a number of blocks as shown in the most recent 
satellite imagery of the site (see  Figure 13).

Figure 1  Satellite imagery of Wau PoC AA photographed in March 2018.  Note dark color roofs denote  improvements of shelters 
with grass thatched roofing

 1 Population information taken from IOM Wau PoCAA Site Profile April  2018
 2  The Sphere Handbook is one of the most widely known and internationally recognized sets of common principles and universal minimum standards for the delivery 

of quality humanitarian response The minimum standards cover four primary life-saving areas of humanitarian aid: water supply, sanitation and hygiene promotion; 
food security and nutrition; shelter, settlement and non-food items; and health action... http://www.sphereproject.org/handbook/ 

 3 Satellite imagery taken from https://reliefweb.int/map/south-sudan/south-sudan-wau-poc-aa-satellite-imagery-5-january-2018 
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Shelter Design
The standard shelter design size is 15m long and 5m wide. Shelters are constructed within a block formation, so each 
shelter is built close to adjacent shelters.  The side to side distance between shelters is 3m.  This area is used for internal 
drainage, as a common walkway, and as a communal space for families and neighbours to gather and undertake 
essential household tasks such as washing and cooking. Space inside the shelter is limited, so essential household tasks 
commonly spill over into the walkway.

The assessment team observed many areas throughout the site where additional sheeting had been erected by 
households between adjacent shelter blocks. These have been used to provide extra shade to improve the comfort for 
families in communal areas. 

Throughout the site, the assessment team noticed various design adaptions by householders that encroached into the 
3m spacing between the adjacent shelters. These were either attempts to expand shelters to increase living space for 
families or to establish small businesses such as market stalls.

It was further noticed there were numerous examples of smaller shelter extensions created to accommodate small 
kitchens.  Part of these designs were to create separate safe spaces for cooking, to construct windbreaks or wind shields 
to facilitate cooking unhindered by the wind and improve safety by reducing the chances of hot ash blowing away.

Between the end of each shelter and start of the next, there is a distance of 2m and throughout the site there appeared 
to be no adaptions or encroachment to this space.

Photograph 1 Area between adjacent shelters in communal walkways, 3m in width. Increased congestion in the site has required 
shelter expansion to incorporate windbreaks and safe cooking areas. The poles between each shelter have been erected to place 
covering over the walkway, to create additional shade for residents
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Photograph 2 2m gap between the end of each shelter within a block

Photograph 3a Shelter framework Photograph 3b Details of framework lashed together

Shelter construction: external construction and design features
The shelter is constructed using wooden and bamboo poles to create the framework. The poles forming the sides are 
spaced every 1m and all poles are dug into the ground to about 40cm. The wooden framework joints are tied together by 
lashing rubber coated steel threads recovered from old car tyres.
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Photograph 4  Internal structure of shelter, without internal partitioning, indicating height of internal walls of 1.6m and apex of roof 
with maximum height of 2.6m

Each shelter block has walls and internal partitions of a height of 1.6 m. On this is a pitched roof with a maximum height 
of 2.6m. The shelter framework is then covered with plastic sheeting that meets IOM specifications.  The sheeting is 
wrapped on the outside of the framework and is intended to provide rain protection and shade for beneficiaries.

At the time of the assessment, it was explained to the team that IOM is currently undertaking a shelter improvement 
scheme to improve the external features of the shelters.  The principle reason is to extend the useful life of the plastic 
sheeting and reduce cost. Currently, plastic sheets have a life span of approximately 6 months. This is due to high levels 
of UV damage, causing the sheeting to become brittle and require continuous replacement, a significant recurring cost 
to humanitarian agencies.

Protection is provided by fitting grass thatching to the roofs and bamboo woven panelling to the external faces of plastic 
sheeting around the walls of the shelter. Shelter residents remarked that these covered shelters have a reduced internal 
temperature and are more secure from thieves.

Photograph 5 Completed shelter with bamboo woven panels around side and front walls with grass thatched roofing
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At the junction of the wall and roof, the roof structure overlaps the wall, so that in the rainy seasons the water drips off 
the roof, not down the side. This projected a horizontal distance of 10 cm, allowing for a suitable gap for the bamboo 
screening. On top of the roof was placed a grass/straw thatch approximately 10 – 12cm thick, which was cut flush with 
the end of the sheeting. Through the site visits, it was observed that in a number of cases the  grass/straw thatch has not 
been trimmed back. As a result, the roofline extended up to 30cm beyond the end of the sheeting. Grass/straw thatch 
on roofs should be fitted to a depth of 10 – 12cm, but in many cases this was found to be 8cm, as households are given 
a fixed amount of thatch and tend to use more on ridge part of the roof. 

The practice of not trimming the thatch flush with the roof reduces the gap between adjacent shelters.  In many cases 
this is reduced from 3m to 2.2m, significantly encroaching on the firebreak created by the passage and increasing the 
chances of fire spread. 

Photograph 6a Thatching overhanging external wall Photograph 6b Depth of thatching

Shelter Internal Construction and Design Features
After construction of the outer structure, each shelter block is subdivided into 5 units measuring 5m x 3m with an 
internal dividing wall. Depending on the size of the assigned household, these units may be further subdivided into 
2.5m x 3m. Households of 12 members (or 2 households of 6 members) receive one 5m x 3m unit, with the 2.5m x 3m 
internal partitions left to the responsibility of each 12 person grouping. Therefore, each shelter has the potential for 10 
partitions of 2.5m x 3m, each with one entry door.
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Photograph 7 Internal partition framework constructed using a 
horizontal bamboo pole

To divide the 3m x 5m units, IOM Shelter teams construct a dividing wall using bamboo poles then erect a privacy 
sheet between each partition wall. The screening used to create the partition only goes up to the height of the horizontal 
bamboo pole, and does not fully extend to the roof. This design creates privacy issues for many household members, 
especially women.

In many units, the team observed that household members had created an additional screen to fill the gap between the 
top of the IOM shelter screen and the apex of the roof. Various materials were used to create this screen such as  cotton 
cloth, UV damaged sheeting, and other scavenged materials, presenting an additional fire risk due to the unknown 
material properties.

In the context of the limited land space, closely positioned shelters, and challenging management issues of communities 
living within the PoCAA, there presents a significant risk of fires occurring and spreading on account of the shelter 
design.

Photograph 8 Shelter in use showing addition 
“privacy” screen  erected by occupant

BAMBOO/WOODEN POLES
The hardwood poles provide the necessary tensile strength required to create a strong framework structure. However, 
while hardwood poles will eventually burn, bamboo will burn hot and very quickly on account of being hollow and dried 
out.

Shelter Construction Materials
Due to the nature of the PoCAA as a temporary refuge and legal restrictions on land use, only temporary structures with 
non-permanent materials can be built. This creates an increased risk of fire loading on the site.

There are four principle materials that are used within the construction of the shelters: bamboo/wooden poles, grass 
thatch, bamboo screens and plastic sheeting.
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 4 https://www.icrc.org/en/download/file/73207/annex_1_-_specifications_tarpaulins.pdf; https://www.iom.int/sites/default/files/procurement/April2015-
IOMlogistics-emergencycatalogue-PlasticSheets.pdf 

GRASS THATCHING
The grass thatch roofing is locally sourced material employed to provide UV protection for the plastic sheeting and 
shade to reduce the daytime temperatures within the shelter. But once alight, it will burn rapidly and violently and can 
destroy an entire shelter within a very short time. A further concern is the risk of burning embers of fire brands which 
could be transported within the thermal updraft of a fire and eventually land on adjacent shelters, or even those further 
away, igniting the thatch roofing and causing wider fire spread.

SPLIT BAMBOO SCREEN
The split bamboo screens are present to provide UV protection for the side plastic sheeting. Given that the screen is 
constructed of split bamboo poles woven into siding, the bamboo is thin and its internal strands exposed. As such, it 
will be easily ignited and once alight, will burn hot and very quickly.

PLASTIC SHEETING
A concern for the assessment team is the use of current specification plastic sheeting, which has the potential to 
contribute to fire spread.

Materials used to manufacture the sheeting contain a combination of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) woven fibres 
embedded (coated) in front and back skins of low-density polyethylene (LDPE). Polyethylene (PE) is classified as a 
‘thermoplastic’. Thermoplastic materials can be easily ignitable and can become liquid at a melting point between 110-
130 degrees Celsius. The potential problems associated with PE in fires are that they provide comparatively high calorific 
values causing melting, dripping or flaming, which can further contribute to fire spread.

IOM plastic sheeting specifications are set at the Global Shelter/Non-Food Item (S/NFI) Cluster level and South Sudan 
plastic sheeting is compliant with current ICRC/IFRC plastic sheeting specifications4, which do not currently mandate 
manufacture with flame retardant materials. Current fire testing focuses on ensuring reduced speed of burning and the 
absence of explosiveness. This was observed in on-site, ad hoc testing where plastic sheeting produced slow melting 
and dripping of burning droplets of plastic once the ignition source was removed.

The assessment team strongly advocates the continued exploration of alternatives to the use of current specification 
sheeting in congested settings such as Wau PoCAA and recommends live fire testing of all prototype shelter designs 
and improvements.

In the current context of Wau PoCAA, the assessment team recommends strong mitigating measures be pursued in close 
collaboration with community members and strengthening existing community response and mitigation measures to 
reduce the risk of fire posed by current shelter materials.
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Fire Risk
Based on interviews and community consultation, there is an elevated risk of fire during the dry season. In 
Wau PoCAA, both partners and community members identified injuries and fatalities related to fire. However, 
data and reporting mechanisms are inconsistent as definitions of fire injury vary between organizations and 
tracking of small fires does not occur in a centralized or systematic manner. Factors contributing to this 
lack of reporting include the high number of service providers working in the IDP response and different 
humanitarian sectors narrowly tracking fire damage according to their working area; for example, a burn 
injury may be reported to Health but no questions asked regarding the cause of the fire. A small fire that 
destroyed personal property, not the structure itself, may be reported to Protection partners but not to Shelter.

Photograph 9  Rubbish burning in the Wau PoCAA

Despite this lack of quantitative data, the assessment team directly observed several fires and were informed 
of others that occurred during the assessment; for example, on a number of different days, fires had broken 
out in piles of rubbish where hot fire ash had been dumped on the rubbish.  At one of the stakeholder meetings, 
the question was asked “have you experienced a fire?” to which the answer from one of the attendees was 
“Yes, last night in my shelter, when the remains of the fire were not fully extinguished and brought into 
the shelter and a few hours later re-ignited.” These experiences suggest that small fires may be a relatively 
common occurrence during the height of the dry season.
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How the Visit was Carried Out
Prior to deployment a series of Skype meetings and interviews were held with CCCM officers and camp 
managers to gather initial information. In addition, a pre-visit questionnaire was circulated to key stakeholders 
in order that the team could start to gather information ahead of the visit, review site plans and shelter 
specifications, and familiarize themselves with the PoCAA context. 

An assessment team itinerary was developed by IOM for the duration of the visit5.  Once on-site, a range of 
qualitative methods were adopted to gather information undertaking semi-structured interviews with key 
individuals and stakeholders, community level focus group meetings.  Observation checklists were completed 
during numerous site visits.

To record the findings, a stakeholders analysis was completed complimented by a GROW6. analysis model.  
Further data was recorded with the completion of a hazard, vulnerability capacity assessment and burns 
findings were evaluated utilising the Haddon Matrix as a research methodology. In addition, the team carried 
out in-person inspections of all PoCAA facilities, including pumping stations, fuel storage, offices and other 

6 

Photographs 10-13  Survey within Wau PoCAA, meeting with focus groups, inspection of WASH compound, meeting 
with community representatives

5 Refer to Appendix A for details of the Assessment Team Itinerary
6 Goal,  Current Reality, Options, Way Forward
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Hazard and Vulnerability Capacity Assessment
Community awareness of fire risk appears present, but knowledge of fire safety low. This, combined with the layout 
of sites, state of infrastructure, and cooking methods means that, in the team’s view, fires are likely to occur and that 
the majority of these fires will occur within shelters in the PoCAA. Given the flammable materials used in shelters 
construction and  the lack of firefighting coverage and alarm raising systems, the risk of a severe fire leading to loss of 
life and/or serious injury is very real in the PoCAA during the dry season.

A Hazard and Vulnerability Capacity Assessment was conducted for the Wau PoCAA and is attached as appendix B.
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Findings and Recommendations
Detailed below are the findings of the team, firstly there will be a description of what was found and this will be followed 
by a recommendation, including details on potential outputs and outcomes of successful implementation. Finally, we 
identify several potential stakeholders, though further consultation is needed during the implementation phase. 

The recommendations are numbered, however this does not indicate an order of priority. It is simply for ease of reference. 
Each recommendation is color-coded to indicate the timeframe in which each could be implemented according to 
necessity, time, resources and costs. A copy of the full list of recommendations is attached as Appendix 4.

Green recommendations should be implemented immediately. They 
may utilise existing programmes, structures or actions already being 
considered or undertaken.

Orange recommendations are medium-term objectives that could be 
implemented within a timeframe of three to six months.

Red indicates consideration to longer-term implementation beyond six 
months. These have greater cost, resource or organizational impacts. 
These may actually be currently beyond available.

Cooperation & Collaboration
This part of the report looks at how IOM, humanitarian partners, and UNMISS are working together to understand, 
control, reduce and mitigate the effects of fire faced by residents of the PoCAA.

RESPONSE TO FIRE INCIDENTS
Fires do and have occurred within the PoCAA. In terms of fire response and fire coverage, there are two possible 
respondents: local authorities and UNMISS. 

In Wau town, the team was informed that no fire service is provided by the state. In the past, local authorities had been 
provided a fire appliance to cover the airport, but this was put permanently out of service by a recent aircraft accident. 
Currently, the only firefighting provision in Wau town comes in the form of an UNMISS airport crash tender, mandated 
to be based at the airport during daytime flying operations and returning to base in the evening and one small fire 
appliance covering the UNMISS base. This is a small vehicle fitted with a 300-litre water tank and a high pressure 
fogging system. This would be sufficient to deal with minor fires, provided a quick response. There is the potential 
for these two implements to be aided by additional water tankers at the discretion of battalion commanders and the 
UNMISS Head of Field Office.

During its visit, the team was made aware of the responsibilities for PoC sites linked the mandate for UNMISS “To 
maintain public safety and security of and within UNMISS protection of civilian sites,” with public safety encompassing 
fire response. However, there exist varying interpretations of this mandate in relation to fire response.

The likely characteristics of a fire outbreak in Wau PoCAA intersect with this UNMISS mandate in important ways. 
First, the risk to life from fire is at its highest during the hours of darkness, when any fire is less likely to be discovered 
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in its early stages and the camp occupants will be 
asleep and unaware. Second, due to the security 
situation, the only personnel allowed in the camp 
during the hours of darkness is UNPOL and 
members of the UNMISS Quick Reaction Force 
(QRF). These conditions, combined with the fact 
that UNMISS is in possession of the only two fire 
response vehicles, means that in the event of a 
large-scale fire in the PoCAA, UNMISS remains 
the only body capable of providing emergency 
services.

However, during consultations with the UNDSS 
safety and security team in Wau, they stated 
that they have no responsibility to attend fires, 
respond to fire emergencies inside the PoC, or 
provide firefighting equipment to strengthen 
community response. They did state that if a fire 
were to break out they would likely respond with 
their appliance, though out of human decency 
rather than an exercise of their mandate. Camp 
Management staff and partners took a different 
view to UNMISS in that they believe the provision 
of a firefighting response is within the UNMISS 
safety and security remit and well beyond the 
physical capabilities of humanitarian partners. Photograph 14 UNMISS small fire appliance in Wau

Confirm the policy to determine who has the responsibility for firefighting within PoC 1, PoCAA 
and the Collective Centres

1.

OUTPUT •  Discussion at national level to determine roles and responsibilities of UN and 
humanitarian actors

• Agreement is recorded and distributed to all interested parties

OUTCOMES Clarified fire response, preparedness and prevention arrangements within 
PoCAA etc.

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS IOM Camp Management, UNDSS, RRP

MEDICAL COVER
For the Wau PoCAA there are two agencies providing medical assistance, the IOM Health Clinic and the International 
Medical Corps (IMC) clinic. The IOM health clinic is located just outside the PoCAA site due to space issues while the 
IMC clinic remains inside.  At the time of the visit, the security situation outside of the PoCAA had deteriorated to such 
an extent that the IOM health clinic was closed during the hours of darkness. However, limited medical staff remained 
on call for night emergencies, including one doctor and one IMC midwife during the hours of darkness. This means 
that any of the residents being burnt or scalded during these hours would have limited medical assistance on site. It 
is possible that the local hospital may be able to assist, but given the security situation and constraints on movement 
of the ambulance, it was not clear if they would attend. UNMISS have a fully functioning medical centre within their 
compound but to date no arrangements have been made to look at providing alternative emergency medical support, 
such as emergency clinic admission. 
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Collaboration between UNMISS, IOM Health and IMC to improve health contingency planning in 
the event of disruption to service provision

2.

OUTPUT Strategic plan for continued health provision

OUTCOMES • Seasonal focus 
• Strategic and mutual support
• Coordinated approach
• Better cover for camp residents

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS IOM Health, UNMISS and IMC

RECORDING OF INCIDENTS
Whilst major fires, including those where a fatality occur, are recorded, there is no process in place for systematically 
recording fire related incidents within the PoCAA. In focus group discussions, the team were informed that one 
participant had experienced a fire the previous evening in his shelter. It is likely that if we were not holding that focus 
group meeting, the incident would never had come to light. The UNMISS fire team report that they had attended 
5 fires inside the PoCAA in the last year but in discussions with camp management, staff were not aware of these 
incidents. These examples demonstrate the lack of proper fire incident tracking. This one-sided or incomplete 
tracking could give the false impression to key stakeholders that minimal fire risk exists or that current systems 
are adequate in covering all reported fires. This has the potential to perpetuate inadequate fire response systems or 
provide a false sense of security with regard to the risk of major fire.

An accepted principle from health and safety and accident investigation, known as the “iceberg theory” or “iceberg 
principle.” serves to illustrate this point. This principle asserts that for each major incident or injury reported to 
authorities, there occur a significantly larger number of minor incidents or injuries, and an even greater number of 
“near misses.” Thus, the major fires and injuries tracked by Camp Management are like the visible tip of a much larger 
iceberg. These high visibility incidents are few in number, making the risk appear small, but are connected to a much 
larger mass of unreported fires. Thus, the true risk of fire is likely higher than perceived. 

Below the Surface: Unreported Incidents

Major 
Injury

Minor 
Injury

Incidents
(near miss)

Diagram 2 Iceberg Theory

Visible: Reported Incidents
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Without a clear understanding on the type, frequency and location of fire incidents, strategizing methods to respond to 
and reduce the risk of fire is made more difficult.

However, enhancing community reporting mechanisms presents some challenges. First, community members may be 
reluctant to come forward for fear of consequences from camp authorities, especially if they were responsible for the 
fire. There could thus exist an unfounded concern of loss of protective status or shelter reassignment for the reporting 
of fires.  This was discussed with a number of focus groups, during which community members felt that an indirect 
reporting system through the block leaders may overcome this. 

Improve the recording of fire incidents within the PoCAA to enhance understanding of the risk and 
conduct an analysis of the impact of fire

3.

OUTPUT • Understanding of the number and nature of fire incidents
• Shared incident reports

OUTCOMES • Improved collaboration
• Targeted fire risk reduction 
• Raised fire safety profile

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS IOM Camp Management, IOM Health, IMC, UNMISS, UNPOL

BURNS/SCALD RECORDING
As previously stated, there are two agencies providing medical cover within the site. Both stated they had previously 
treated patients with burns and scalds injuries, especially young children.

One agency did not record specifically the number of burns and scald cases, and they were tracked in the “other 
incidents” category. The second health care provider did have a system for recording the number of burns and scald 
incidents. However, this data was only shared with the World Health Organisation (WHO) and Health Cluster rather 
than with any of the camp management staff during service provider meetings or via key indicator reporting.

In the World Health Organisation publication “Burn Prevention and Care” it states “It is generally acknowledged that 
accurate problem description is the key to planning effective interventions…while in others, incomplete reporting of 
burn events leads to underassessment of the scale of the public health problem.”7

The collection of burns and scalds data is essential at camp level for identifying fire trends and/or health protection 
issues. This data may be used to identify other important issues, such as child protection needs or psychosocial care 
required for mothers who have been the victim of gender based violence. During the assessment, community members 
spoke of three cases where mothers had deliberately burnt or scalded their babies or children.

Record burns/ scald injuries and analyse data/ trends4.

OUTPUT Create recording system within both health clinics to monitor burns injury, 
treatment and cause

OUTCOMES • Improved understanding to the public health issue of burns
• Potential to implement specific burn prevention program 
• Contribute to wider global understanding of burns injuries and prevention

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS IOM Camp Management, IOM Health and IMC
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7 A WHO Plan for Burn Prevention and Care’ – World Health Organisation – Geneva, Switzerland (2008)

EVACUATION STRATEGY
This is a large site and frequently during daylight hours families will be split up with children playing or attending 
schools and possibly other members of the families out at markets or visiting their homes.

Per community members, there is no agreed upon meeting place in the event of a fire.  Speaking to camp staff, they have 
not identified evacuation points in the event of a serious fire nor how or where the residents will be moved to whilst 
the incident is dealt with. Without an identified muster point, it is likely that adults will want to go to the scene of the 
fire to find their family groups to make sure they are safe. This is likely to interfere with firefighting actions and has the 
potential to put more lives at risk by obstructing fire response equipment.

Establish Evacuation Plans5.

OUTPUT • Identify muster points within the camp
• Confirm if this will be safe practice
• Consultation with PoC community

OUTCOMES • Create safe area for all civilians effected by outbreak of fire
• Parents will not enter hazard area looking for family members

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS IOM Camp Management, UNMISS, UNPOL

CONTINGENCY PLANS
In Annex III of Michael Arensen’s PoC Lessons Learned report8, it states in activity 13 the necessity for “Joint contingency 
planning for PoC site support in emergencies.” While joint contingency planning was on-going for a rapid IDP influx, 
the team found no evidence of any joint contingency plans for a fire in the PoCAA at Wau. At the national level, a 
process was ongoing between UNMISS, the CCCM Cluster, and humanitarians to clarify roles and responsibilities and 
finalize contingency plans, fire had not been included in this process.

Given the history of conflict-driven and accidental fires in South Sudan displaced persons camps, contingency planning 
has an important role to play in safety and security planning. Contingency plans allow all parties involved to be clear of 
their roles and responsibilities in an emergency.  Plans should also be subject to regular testing and exercising to ensure 
familiarity and experience at multiple levels in the concerned organizations.

8 ‘If we leave we are killed’ – Lessons Learned from South Sudan Protection of Civilian Sites 2013 – 2016, International Organisation for Migration South Sudan by 
Michael Arensen

Create fire contingency plans and test as an exercise between agencies6.

OUTPUT • Fire Contingency Plan developed
• Plan tested to ensure all agencies aware of role and plan is applicable

OUTCOMES • Improved cooperation between key actors
• Joint risk assessment, shared situational awareness, improved comms

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM Camp Management, UNMISS, RRP, UNDSS, Protection Partners
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Prevention & Mitigation 
This part of the report looks at what measurers can be put into place to either prevent a fire breaking out in the first 
place, or to mitigate its impact if it were to occur.

SHELTER SHEETING
As discussed earlier, shelters are covered with plastic sheeting that presents a fire risk. The team recommends a review 
of its application in the congested conditions in Wau PoCAA and continued engagement in global efforts to identify 
low-toxicity, cost-effective, and reliably procurable alternative materials. 

If a suitable alternative is identified that can be used for temporary shelters for human habitation, then an appropriate 
risk assessment should be conducted to decide what process needs to be undertaken for existing shelters in the PoCAA.  
E.g. replace all sheeting immediately or a phase-out process.

Review specification for plastic sheeting as regards fire resistance and surface spread of flame.  
This should also include a decision as to what standard of testing and use is required

7.

OUTPUT Sheeting procured that meets a recognised international standard for 
resistance to spread of flame and toxicity

OUTCOMES • Reduction in the risk of fire spread due to construction material
• Shelters meet requirements of donor countries fire safety standards

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS Global S/NFI Cluster

SHELTER DESIGN
The present design of the shelters with sub-division only up to wall height means that, in the event of a fire, smoke and 
hot gasses will rapidly spread through the unit. To provide a greater degree of privacy, occupants have been installing 
additional screening using locally sourced material. As this material is of an unknown source, it may have the potential 
to rapidly escalate the spread of fire. Integrating these partitions into shelter design and refit would ensure uniformity in 
shelter material and contribute to the compartmentalization of shelter fires, reducing the risk of rapid spread throughout 
one shelter block. 

Diagram Prevention of fire spread
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Review design of shelters to include dividing walls to the apex of the roof8.

OUTPUT • Dividing partitions extend to roof
• Greater privacy for occupants

OUTCOMES Prevention of fire spread and potential reduction of smoke inhalation 

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS IOM Shelter, IOM Camp Management

TESTING OF SHELTER DESIGN
The changes to the shelter designs of the PoCAA came about as a direct result of the rapid influx of IDP’s into the site 
and the need to accommodate them. Following continued deterioration of the security situation in the town, it soon 
became apparent that shelters needed to last beyond the initial period of displacement. Because of the climate and full 
sun UV radiation, the sheeting began to break down and needed regular replacement, imposing large recurring costs 
on the IDP response in the midst of a complex emergency with high needs and limited resources. As a cost-saving 
measure and to increase the long-term comfort of shelters, locally sourced materials were used to protect the sheeting 
and provide greater shade in the daytime heat. 

While the team acknowledges the need for rapid action in a moment of crisis and the cost implications of alternative 
designs, little consideration was given during this crisis period to the risk of fire from the additional material or the 
impact of a fully developed fire involving a shelter block.

In future, when shelter design changes are considered or new and innovative materials become available, the team 
recommends construction of a test unit subjected to a fire test in order to ascertain likely fire spread, radiated heat 
output, etc. A series of simple tests and direct observations easily implemented in a field setting can greatly inform 
shelter designers and increase future fire safety. 

For future design of shelters, include fire testing9.

OUTPUT • Changes to shelters are evaluated through a live fire test. 

OUTCOMES • Potential for fire spread from shelters will be known
• Flammability of locally sourced materials will be known.
• Better understanding of separation distances required.

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS IOM Shelter

RAISING THE ALARM IN THE EVENT OF A FIRE
At the moment within the PoCAA the only means of raising the alarm in the event of a fire is by people shouting.  When 
persons are sleeping in the narrow confines of the camp, this may easily be mistaken for some other incident.

The team asked one of the focus groups what they would do if they heard someone shout fire. The overwhelming 
response was that a male member would go and have a look before deciding to evacuate remaining members of the 
family. During visits to Collective Centers, fire points have been established with a hand bell to raise the alarm.
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Photograph 15 Fire point at Nazareth Collective Centre, 
note hand bell

Photograph 16 Fire Alarm gong

Following the recent installation of solar light posts in the PoCAA, there is now an opportunity to install some type of 
manual fire alarms.  This would also assist in notifying UNMISS of an incident as any of the soldiers in the watchtowers 
would hear the alarm.  The manual alarm should be placed at a sufficient height to deter young children from playing 
with it.

Use of ‘rotary gongs’ placed around camp to enable citizens to raise alarm in event of fire10.

OUTPUT • Purchase rotary gongs
• Identify  locations within PoC AA

OUTCOMES •  Increase community awareness to fire and mobilise community/UNMISS to 
respond

• Create time to enable families to move to place of safety

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS Camp Management

GENERATORS
The team were informed by camp staff that illegal generators were in use within the camp.  This presents two separate 
risks from fire. Firstly, incorrectly installed electrics can lead to an electrical short circuit resulting in fire. Secondly, 
refuelling along with the storage of diesel or gasoline presents a significant fire risk.

On one site walk with the camp manager in the market place, the team encountered a disconnected gasoline generator, 
which was subsequently ordered removed. On a separate occasion, the team found a market stand selling electrical 
extension leads.  Given that there is no electrical supply to the camp, these cords are likely for outfitting illegal generators, 
further evidence of unapproved and irregular electricity in the site. 
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Photograph 17 Extension leads for sale in marketplace 
within PoCAA

Enforcement of removal of generators11.

OUTPUT • Raise concern of fire safety issue to UNPOL
• Regular patrols to enforce rules

OUTCOMES •  Prevention of fires within community

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM Camp Management, UNPOL

FIRE SAFETY INFORMATION POSTER
One of the questions asked at the focus group meetings was “What else can be done to prevent fires?” and the response 
from the community was “More information about fires.”  A number of key issues came up during this visit including 
lack of knowledge of what to do if your clothes catch; fire – stop – drop and roll, actions to be taken in the event of a 
burn and safety measurers around candles and fires.

As part of the pre-site information gathering, the team noted that in 2013, the Shelter and CCCM Clusters produced a 
fire safety poster. This covers two areas; information on how to prevent fires and how to prepare for responding to fires. 
A copy is attached as appendix E. During the PoCAA site visit, no information or fire safety advice was noted anywhere 
in the camp.  The existing leaflet contains key information and could be developed into an onsite fire safety poster.

   
 

  السالمة من الحرائق
الحرائقمنع   

 

 
 
 

 المحافظة علي البيت بشكل كويس
المخيم حافظ علي نظافة  

 

    
 ما تبني راكوبة زيادة بين راكوبتين

الحريقالمساحة الموجود بين الرواكيب بيساعد في منع انتشار  والن   
 

 لما تستخدم شمعة انتبه
                      ولمبة

                      !انتبه  
 

 
 

ما تدخن سجارة 
 داخل الراكوبة
 

 

 
 

الصغار يكونوا بعيدين  اطفالخلي 
السخنعفش المطبخ من    اطفال الصغار ما يعلبوا بالنار او         

لكبريتا  

نار بعيد من الراكوبة خلي  
ممكن ينتشر بسهولة  النار بالهواء

 خالص

Photograph 18 Fire safety poster 
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FIRE PUBLIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
Linking in with fire safety information, is a fire awareness day or days.  On site the use of “awareness days” is quite 
common for specific issues such as HIV/AIDS etc.  A similar campaign and awareness day could be implemented 
around fire.  Given that the risk of a serious fire will go up during the dry season, it would make sense to run such a 
campaign at the start of the dry season to remind everyone of the dangers of a fire in such a close confined place as a 
PoC.

The use of fire awareness days are quite common throughout the world and can include a number of fire related 
activities and could be supported by the community fire safety volunteer team or the UNMISS fire team.

‘Fire’ public awareness messaging (campaigns, slogans, posters, targeted messaging)12.

OUTPUT • Posters created and distributed
• PA system notices
• Fire related activities
• Familiarity with fire response vehicle

OUTCOMES • Raised public awareness to improve safety
• Reduction in fires

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM Camp Management, RRP

ROOM FOR HOMEWORK AND STUDY
During a visit to one of the shelters, the assessment team were shown an improvised oil lamp. When asked about its 
use, shelter residents answered that its primary purpose was to permit the daughter to do her evening homework inside 
the shelter. One of the other cases of a fire breaking out reported to us at a focus group meeting was of a candle being 
left burning by daughter doing schoolwork before leaving the shelter and the candle burning down and igniting nearby 
combustible material.

Talking to the representative from the national NGO Peace Corps who provide education to some 600 children on site, 
they confirmed that the children are set about 45 minutes of homework each day.  Failure to complete the homework 
will involve some form of punishment such as litter collection. This creates an incentive for the children to complete the 
homework, but if they do this in their shelter they will need some form of lighting, as the site is not electrified.

Photograph 19 Fire safety campaign message Photograph 20 Improvised oil lamp
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To allow children to complete homework in a safe space while parents are working, it is common in the UK to have 
homework clubs. This is the opening up of a school or other building such as a community hall for an hour to provide 
somewhere for the child to come and do homework with lighting. The timings of such a facility being available would 
have to be agreed in conjunction with the parents, taking into account, safety if during the evening and time for children 
to complete any household chores.

Another option to reduce fire risks from flammable light sources used for nighttime schoolwork is individual household 
solar lamp distribution. This could directly replace flammable light sources such as oil lamps and candles and eliminate 
a major risk of fire from lighting sources.

Create designated study areas for all students to be able to study in a safe illuminated area13.

OUTPUT • Use of community centre or school for homework “club”
• Solar lamp distribution

OUTCOMES Reduce fire risk to communities and students as studying can be undertaken 
in a safe and illuminated place

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM Camp Management, UNICEF, Peace Corps, parents

BURNS AND SCALDS FIRST AID TREATMENT
One of the key areas we wanted to explore was around 
the incidents of burns/scalds and the first aid treatments 
applied. If not treated rapidly, burns and scalds can lead 
to scarring which can have life changing and lifelong 
impacts, especially for children.

During focus groups meetings, a range of different local 
treatments for burns and scalds were explained to the 
assessment team. The most common methods identified 
were the application of a sugar/water mix or mud 
to cover the wound. This practice has the potential to 
worsen injuries as it insulates the skin and allows for 
deeper burn penetration.

There is a wealth or recognised medical evidence that 
applying water or similar to “cool” a burn for at least 
20 minutes within the first 3 hours of an injury has a 
major impact on recovery. The IDP community was not 
aware of this practice, but seemed receptive to further 
information on treatment. 

There are two areas that can be considered, firstly, what preventative measures can be put into place to reduce the 
frequency of burn/scalding incidents and secondly, when they do occur, what suitable first aid measures can be put in 
place?

To assist with understanding the issues around burns and scalds the “HADDON Matrix” has been populated.  A copy 
of this can be found in appendix C. Community discussions suggest it would be best to target mothers for burn and 
treatment education, as generally speaking they look after the young children and tend to cooking fires where the 
majority of accidents occur. This task could be undertaken primarily by the existing health volunteers and supported 
by the community fire safety volunteers.

Photograph 21 Correct treatment of a burn

Photograph 20 Improvised oil lamp
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Scalds and burns campaign targeted at women/ new mothers14.

OUTPUT • Leaflets and posters produced
• Presentation and practical techniques targeted at women’s groups

OUTCOMES • Reduction in scalds 
• Early intervention of burns leading to reduction in severity
• Raised awareness in camp population

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM Health, IOM Camp Management and IMC

WASTE DISPOSAL OF FIRE ASH
WASH partner Oxfam is contracted to remove the rubbish and waste from the site. At the time of the assessment, 
there are no rubbish bins or containers on site. Over the course of the week-long assessment, the team witnessed 
increasingly larger waste piles accumulating along the main PoCAA streets, with waste collection teams struggling to 
cope with the waste volume and collection. This creates a major fire hazard within the PoCAA and must be prioritised 
as a responsibility for managing the safety of the site.

Photograph 22 Removal of buildup of rubbish by OXFAM team

The waste contains a mixture of flammable material from 
everyday life in the site such as nut husks, straw, etc. Also, 
present was fire ash is discarded after residents sweep 
up from the cooking fires. Where embers are contained 
in the ash, these can then lead to ignition of the rubbish 
piles. Every day in the camp at least one pile of rubbish 
was found to be alight by the assessment team. These 
are not perceived to be high risk by the community or 
humanitarian agencies, so no action is taken to extinguish 
them. One fire was observed by the team burning for 3 
days before the rubbish was removed by OXFAM. This 
may relate to local waste disposal practices, as trash fires 
are a common occurrence in town. Photograph 23 A mix of fire ash and general waste
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The danger with these fires is that as the rubbish burns and the fire spreads, when it comes into contact with highly 
flammable material such as straw, it will alight. On windy days there is a real risk of burning brands being blown around 
the site. The other high risk is that these rubbish fires are on the roadways and paths where children play and run past, 
frequently barefooted.  One trip into a burning trash pile will result in serious, potentially fatal or life altering medical 
consequences. Speaking to the women focus groups in the camp, they were aware of this issue and recognised the 
dangers and were receptive to ideas presented as a risk reduction measure. These fires also present a further health 
hazard to the collection teams when they are expected to collect the waste when it is smouldering and smoking. 

To address this, there needs to be a clear separation of 
the waste and hot ash. There also needs to be designated 
waste sites away and specific hot ash bins created, 
for example using oil drums cut in half.  It would be 
advisable to fix hooks on either side of the drum so that 
when collected by the waste disposal team poles can be 
used to carry the drums to reduce any burns injuries and 
smoke inhalation.

Photograph 24 Burning rubbish inside the PoCAA site. Note 
children playing next to this

Create dedicated waste disposal storage for the disposal of ash and charcoal within a metal 
container in identified areas on the outskirts of block areas

15.

OUTPUT • Design container or bin using large metal barrels 
• Identify areas in camps for safe disposal areas
•  Create community awareness campaign / sensitisation programme to 

encourage use of facilities

OUTCOMES • Reduced burning waste in public access areas
• Reduced risk of injuries to children
• Reduced risk of fire spread through burning brands

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM Camp Management, OXFAM 

COOKING METHODS
Walking around the camp, the main cooking method was using the traditional three stone open fire method with pans 
balanced on the top of the stones.  The fires were fuelled by either the use of charcoal or wood collected from the outside 
perimeter of PoCAA.  
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From discussions with women’s focus groups, there was a recognition of high winds being channelled through the 
communal areas, resulting in many families constructing wind shields to prevent fire spread. The team witnessed large 
metal plates or bamboo panelling being used as wind breaks.

A further mitigation practice was highlighted to the assessment team about using the ground method where by a small 
square pit was dug out. It was explained during the focus group meeting that during the dry season, this was recognised 
as safer, as the fire was away from the flammable bamboo of the shelters and there was less chance of the hot ash 
being blown on to the shelter. Although told about its use, the assessment team did not witness this practice. Further 
investigation is warranted of this dug-out cooking method. If found to be an accepted practice, its promotion represents 
another opportunity to promote local fire safety practices. 

Encourage women to use hole in the ground for cooking rather than using the three stone method 
above ground and cook with a wind shield or back board

16.

OUTPUT •  Investigate effectiveness and validity of whether this is a traditional cooking 
method

• Use community mobilisers and block leaders to encourage use

OUTCOMES Reduced risk of cooking related fires

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM Camp Management

BAKING BREAD
Flatbread is a staple of the diet in urban centers in South Sudan. In the 

PoCAA, one baking method was widespread throughout the site. This 
method employs inserting dough into a large metal box with baking trays, 
then lighting a large fire on top to heat the makeshift oven and bake the 
bread. The problem from a fire safety perspective is that the open fire must 
be left burning for a long period of time, producing a large amount of hot 
ash and causing some bakers to leave the oven unattended during the oven 
pre-heating or baking phase.

At certain times of day, the wind becomes gusty and this causes the bread 
baking fires to flare up.  Due to the narrow spaces in the site, bread  ovens 
were observed near to shelters (so as they can be monitored to prevent theft).

It was explained by one block leader as a mitigation measure, bread making 
in his area was banned between the hours of 10am and 4pm when the wind 
was strongest, so that ovens were only lit when the wind had dropped, 
which reduces the risk of fire spreading through burning embers.

Photograph 25 Bread Oven
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Encourage community not to bake bread between the hours of 10am and 4pm to reduce risk of fire 
spreading from burning embers during periods of high winds

17.

OUTPUT • Sensitisation campaign 
• Create posters highlighting risk

OUTCOMES Reduction of risk of household fire

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM Camp Management

COOKING STOVES
The assessment team was informed of a current project in Bentiu PoC where clay cooking stoves were being piloted in 
the community as an alternative to the open fires.  The purpose of the trial was to find alternative low cost solutions that 
could be easily adapted by communities as a method for cooking food.  The stoves were intended to provide a greater 
fuel efficiency for cooking and reduce the level of harmful smoke produce thereby reducing the effects of potential 
short and long term respiratory disease. The cooking stoves were further designed to reduce the risk of burns injuries, 
especially to young children, as the outside of the stove would maintain a low temperature thus cool to touch.

Currently, the trial results are being evaluated and a report from the IOM team will be due in the coming months. The 
assessment team have requested a copy of the trial results to evaluate the success. Nevertheless, this would be a more 
appropriate choice of cooking practice if successful to reduce the fire risk and deforestation around the perimeter of 
the camp.

Introduce use of clay cooking stove18.

OUTPUT Evaluate trial of cooking stoves from other PoC sites

OUTCOMES Reduction of risk of household fire

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM Camp Management

STORAGE OF COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL
Walking around the site, the team observed additional fire loading has been allowed to build up on or adjacent to the 
shelters. In the event of a fire involving this additional material, there will be a greater fire load, resulting in a greater 
heat output, which in turn will raise the risk of the fire spreading. The assessment team recommends enforcing the 
removal of such material from the PoCAA. 
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Remove storage of combustable material from shelters19.

OUTPUT Evaluate trial of cooking stoves from other PoC sites

OUTCOMES Reduction of risk of household fire

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM Camp Management

Photographs 26-28 Storage of combustable material around the shelters

SHELTER ENCROACHMENT
The layout of the site is that the side of each shelter structure is 3m away from its neighbouring structure.  This distance 
will help stop fire spread through radiated heat and a fire spreading through the site. However, walking around the 
site it was obvious that shelter extensions and verandas were set up. The extensions and in some cases, digging in 
of poles means that in an emergency the UNMISS small fire appliance will not be able to drive down these areas. 
The assessment team recommends stricter enforcement of unapproved shelter extension rules be enforced and such 
structures removed.

Photographs 29-30 Illegal extensions to shelter units 
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Removal of shelter extensions20.

OUTPUT Original sepcification of 3m seperation reinstated

OUTCOMES • Reduction in risk of fire spread between shelter blocks
• Better access in an emergency

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM Camp Management, UNPOL

CAMP MANAGER “FIRE SAFETY” WALK
Walking around the site with the camp manager, in just one session numerous examples of poor fire safety standards 
were noted. These included; selling of an illegal petrol generator; selling of extension leads when there is no facility to 
use them; excess storage of straw on roof of building; storage of plastic chairs on roof of shelter; illegal extensions of 
shelters and piles of rubbish on fire; to name just a few.

Action was taken to deal immediately with some of these and a plan in place to deal with the others. The assessment 
team recommends that the camp manager and team members conduct regular walks around the site to stay ahead of 
fire safety risks, specifically consider wider fire safety issues, and address individual issues as they arise. This could be 
done monthly during the dry, higher risk seasons. This recommendation should be implemented as a regular activity in 
addition to addressing specific issues highlighted in this report. 

Camp manager fire safety walk21.

OUTPUT Identification of fire safety issues

OUTCOMES
• Re-assurance that fire safety provisions are in place
• Breaches of fire safety requirements identified and dealt with
• Awareness of camp fire safety management

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS UNPOL, OXFAM, IOM Camp Management

LIGHTING INSIDE SHELTERS DURING DAYLIGHT
One consequence of the shelter rehabilitation process 
involving the fitting of thatch on the roof of the shelters 
and bamboo screens on the sides is the creation of complete 
darkness inside the shelters during daytime hours. To 
overcome this, shelter occupants will use either candles or 
improvised oil lamps for lighting.  These present a significant 
fire risk inside the shelters.

Photograph 31 Example of plastic bottle light
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One possible remedy from similar contexts is the installation of locally constructed lighting solutions. A technique has 
been developed using a clear plastic bottle, partially filled with a bleach solution, in the roof of shelters to provide a 
natural source of light during daylight hours. These were invented by Alfredo Moser and have been extensively used 
elsewhere, such as the Litre of Light project by My Shelter Foundation.9

It is recommended that trials be undertaken to evaluate the suitability of this technique within the PoCAA.  As there is 
no electricity and solar lamps are an expensive option this may provide a safer alternative and a low cost.

Improve lighting within shelters during daytime using water-filled plastic bottle lights22.

OUTPUT • Trial whether light bottles can be fitted into shelter design
•  Identify suitable design to create seal to stop water leaking during rainy 

season

OUTCOMES • Improved visibility in shelter
• Reduction in household fires during the day time with use of candles

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS IOM Shelter and IOM Camp Management

9 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-23536914 - link to BBC news article on plastic bottle lighting scheme

FIRE SAFETY ISSUES IN PLANNING
Whilst a serious fire spreading to a number of shelters has not occurred at this site, the team are aware that just before 
our arrival a serious fire at a different PoC resulted in the destruction of a number of units.

In the immediate aftermath of a fire, the temptation can be to clear away the debris and rebuild as was.  The team has 
experienced this at similar camps in other countries.  However, if a fire has spread and damaged for example 50 units 
and they are rebuilt as they were, then any subsequent fire will more than likely do the same thing again, spread and 
damage 50 units or more.

Prior to any rebuilding, consideration should be given to shelter design, construction, spacing etc, as well as the 
situational relationships between shelters and other infrastructure. For example, if certain shelters are involved in a 
fire, could the fire spread to the market or vice versa.

Inclusion of fire safety issues in the spatial planning and redesigning of IDP camps following 
significant fires with the aim of preventing issues of congestion, encroachment and poor access. 
Additionally, considering the location of critical infrastructure

23.

OUTPUT • Standard planning process which includes fire safety measures
• All planning and development inclusive of fire safety measures
• Review of fire spread from a planning perspective

OUTCOMES • Reduction of fires
• Prevention of similar fire spread

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

UNMISS and IOM Camp Management
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SOLAR LIGHTING
As previously mentioned, the interior of shelters are very dark and pitch black inside during the evenings.  When the 
team met with focus groups, they all said they used candles and oil lamps. The team was informed of some households 
who had been provided portable solar lamps, but since that time most have been damaged or broken. 

Lighting within the camp remains a major challenge. This can be assisted with the instalment of solar powered street 
lighting but as detailed previously all shelters that have been fitted with thatch roofing will still require some form of 
lighting internally to reduce the need for candles.

Further research into solar lighting24.

OUTPUT Assessment report by specialist

OUTCOMES • Better understanding of the benefits, constraints and community perception
• Potential reduction of candle fire related incidents

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS IOM Camp Management

Planning & Preparedness
This part of the report looks at what planning can take place to implement community safety issues and what measurers 
can be put into place to be prepared so that when a fire breaks out it can be dealt with quickly.

WATER BUCKETS TO BE AVAILABLE
At the present time, because of the heightened risk of gender based violence and general violence during night hours, 
the water pumps for the water taps are turned off in the evening, usually about 8pm. This means that if a fire were to 
break out in a shelter after this time, the nearby residents would not be able to quickly fill a bucket with water to tackle 
a fire. This is a particular issue during the dry season. Whilst there is a security guard in the WASH area that could be 
instructed to turn on the water when a fire is identified, or fire alarm is heard, this will take time. During this period 
without buckets of water being available during night hours, there will be no means of tackling a fire, so it will continue 
to grow and spread.

One possibility for overcoming this lack of water during the night is the installation of emergency fire valves for 
community fire response. Measures could be taken to ensure they are not utilized for regular night time water collection, 
such as appointing focal points or exploring emergency-only valves or other technologies. 

Advocate for all blocks to have buckets of water available during nighttime in the event of fire25.

OUTPUT Provision of water for firefighting

OUTCOMES •  Water is available to deal with a fire before it spreads
• Small fires are prevented from becoming large fires

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

Block leaders, IOM Camp Management
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SITE MAPS
Whilst the main influx of IDP’s has taken place and 
arrangements are being undertaken to allow them to 
return back to their homes, occasional outbreaks of 
violence can occur in the outlying villages, resulting in a 
sudden influxe of people.
 
These people are likely to be unfamiliar with the layout 
of the site. The provision of a simple site map showing 
medical areas, where to go to get help etc. would assist 
any new arrival in being aware of the fire and safety 
measures in place.

Diagram 32. Example of site map

Produce site maps for all sites26.

OUTPUT • Label the site map with information and display on notice boards
• Provided to ‘guests’ and new camp members

OUTCOMES Raise awareness of location fire points, fire alarm points and waste disposal 
areas

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM Camp Management

COMMUNITY FIRE SAFETY TRAINING FOR ALL HUMANITARIAN STAFF AND AGENCIES
All humanitarian staff who work within either a PoC or a collective centre should receive fire safety awareness and 
training. Fire safety awareness and awareness of fire risk reduction should become embedded within the roles and 
responsibilities of all staff members. This will enable them to provide ongoing advice and support whenever they visit 
a collective centre or PoC.

It is not suggested that this has to be a highly qualified position. Creating more risk-aware staff members at all levels is 
desirable.  Additionally, as many agency staff members are South Sudanese citizens, there are opportunities for them to 
promote fire safety in their own communities.

Delivery of community fire safety training to humanitarian field staff with the intention that this is 
delivered to camp ‘Community Fire Safety team’ and other volunteer groups

27.

OUTPUT Field staff are able to recognize fire hazards and risks

OUTCOMES Provides greater awareness of risks to PoC community and vulnerbale groups

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

RRP, IOM Camp Management, Fire Aid
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CREATION OF COMMUNITY FIRE SAFETY TEAM VOLUNTEERS IN EACH BLOCK OR ZONE
There is an opportunity to create a Community Fire Safety Team for each block or zone.  There are a number of volunteer 
teams such as for Health who currently exist within the camp volunteer structure who advocate safety messages and 
support sensitisation campaigns. This would be no different in supporting to manage and reduce the existing fire risk.  

Community fire safety teams should receive training in fire safety awareness and be provided with the understanding 
of what are the causes of fire and potential for fire risk within the camp.  The teams would support camp management 
in promoting safer cooking practices, reporting on waste fires, seeking to get them extinguished immediately, educating 
children about the dangers of playing with fire and working with households and beneficiaries to advocate alternative 
and safer practices such as disposing of hot ash and charcoal in designated disposal bins to reduce waste fires.

The community fire safety teams would support the camp management in the period leading to the dry season to 
undertake fire safety campaigns for community awareness.  In the event of any fires occurring they would be responsible 
for reporting fire occurrences to develop an understanding of fire trends within the camps and work with households 
to understand the causes and continue to advocate safer practices.

If the expertise is not available within the support structures in South Sudan, Fire Aid would be willing to consider what 
support it can give to assist in this, based on a “training of trainers” approach.  

Create ‘PoC Community Fire Safety Team’ to actively promote fire safety messages within the camp28.

OUTPUT Deliver workshop training programme

OUTCOMES Raise awareness to rapid fire development and promote fire prevention 

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM Camp Management, Fire Aid

IMPLEMENTATION OF CHILD FIRE SAFETY AWARENESS AND EDUCATION PROGRAMME
The assessment team heard information from parents how children like to play with fire.  This can range from young 
girls copying what they see their mother do in lighting cooking fires, to children playing with fire, to negative coping 
behaviours to cope with the stress of displacement. In an environment where boredom is high, with so many cooking 
fires, along with other ignition sources such as candles and lighters, it is likely that children will play with fire, unaware 
of the danger.  This is something seen quite commonly in children the world over.

The UK Fire and Rescue Service run a wide range of child intervention programmes with fire safety classes delivered in 
schools, children visiting fire stations and using resources such as ‘Francis the Firefly’ as a storybook. The story teaches 
about dangers of playing with fire.

Such programmes could be run in the child friendly spaces organised by Hold the Child or within the community 
centres. The educational resources could easily be translated into any applicable language and used by any agency 
working with children. A further advantage of promoting child safety awareness is their ability to pass on knowledge 
into the community. This can change the behaviours and attitudes of parents and other adults.
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Implementation of child fire safety awareness and education programme29.

OUTPUT • Development of training package for life skills programme in schools
• Training the teachers
•  Providing community fire safety literature (such as Francis the Firefly) and 

tools

OUTCOMES • Create awareness amongst children of risks of fires and safety
• Reduction of burns injuries and fires

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM Camp Management, UNICEF, Peace Corps Organization, Fire Aid

CAMP FIRE EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAMS
Developing an effective response to fire incidents is a priority due to the severity of previous incidents and slow or 
no response times for firefighting assets. The outcomes of an effective response strategy will be improved resilience 
and capacity of communities, and support structures. This will improve security, safety and reduce risk to vulnerable 
groups.

Any fire response strategy must consider the following conditions:

• Time is a critical factor – alerting the response must be uncomplicated. 
• Fire development can be fast in this environment due to weather conditions and building materials. 
• Travel distances and the ability of UNMISS to attend an incident away from a PoC.
• The availability and functionality of firefighting equipment. 
• Human behaviours and capabilities. 
• The provision for effective training for most likely types of fires. 

It is recommended that community firefighting teams made up of residents be created in each site. The team should 
be made up of both men and women of the community, and if considered appropriate, include outreach volunteers. A 
higher level of knowledge and training should be provided to this team. This could include: 

• Firefighting with beaters
• Coordinating evacuations
• Coordinating the creation of fire-breaks 
• Working with the UNMISS during fires
• First aid training

The team have seen similar approaches in field assessments in Kenya, Thailand and Lebanon. In these situations, fire 
response was improved by the development of community teams. If the expertise is not available within the support 
structures in South Sudan, Fire Aid would be willing to consider what support it can give to assist in this, based on the 
“training of trainers” approach.  
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Camp Emergency Fire Response Teams training and exercise / advanced firefighting capacity 30.

OUTPUT • Delivery of bespoke wildfire and camp firefighting training programme
• Each Section to organise small training exercise
•  Each camp organises a large exercise once a year in preparation for the dry 

season involving alerting, evacuation, roll call, firefighting

OUTCOMES •  More rapid response and mobilisation of fire resources and engagement with 
UNMISS teams

• Reduction of fire spread and damage

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM Camp Management, UNMISS

FITTING FIRE VALVES TO THE WATER SUPPLY NETWORK
At the present time the water to the taps inside the PoCAA are turned off during the hours of darkness.  Even when 
the water is turned on, the taps are designed to deliver 0.2l per second.  This means that to fill a standard 15 litre bucket 
would take 75 seconds. The taps are fed by a large diameter pipe that can deliver much larger quantities of water. The 
team was told by the onsite water engineers, that the installation of a type of fire hydrant near each tap area would be 
relatively straightforward.  In addition, it would be possible at the water tank storage area to put in place a water bypass 
system in order to boost the water pressure.

Photographs 32-33 Water storage tank inside PoCAA, Examples of large diameter pipework around the camp

Fitting of fire valves to water network to create specific firefighting water point which can be 
activate at night time

31.

OUTPUT • Identify and locate possible areas for fire valves
• Develop operational plan to activate water supply during the night time

OUTCOMES • Improve firefighting response capability within the camp
• Improve water supply during the night time specifically for firefighting

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM WASH
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STANDARDISATION OF HAZARD MAPS IDENTIFYING FIREFIGHTING STATIONS, WATER SUPPLIES, 
AND EVACUATION POINTS
At present there are no designated evacuation points, identified locations for the storage of firefighting equipment or 
designated fire valves within the water supply system.

Evacuation points need to be created to enable families such as children, mothers, the elderly and disabled to be able 
to gather safely in the event of a fire.  Any large-scale fire will undoubtedly cause confusion and it is important families 
can gather somewhere safe so that a role call can be established to ensure everyone has escaped safely.  Any evacuation 
point for Zones must be identified by the community so that there is safe egress route established and that everyone 
is aware of the location to gather.

If a community level firefighting team is to be created there will need to be basic equipment provided to assist any team 
in fighting the fire and creating fire breaks.  The equipment must be stored somewhere safe, to avoid theft or damage, 
but be readily accessible when required.  The assessment team believe the most suitable location will be the within the 
WASH compounds within the camp.  However, community leaders may offer a different option within the site.  This 
needs to be explored through such a hazard mapping exercise.

It was discussed during a meeting between the assessment team and IOM WASH that fire valves could be fitted within 
the water supply system.  It was explained an exercise could be undertaken to review the locations of where such 
valves could be fitted within the camp dependant on location, water pressure and accessibility.  Hazard mapping would 
provide an excellent opportunity for community engagement within this process. 

Standardisation of hazard maps identifying firefighting stations, water supplies, evacuation points32.

OUTPUT Production of standardised site maps detailing DRR information

OUTCOMES Improved coordination and planning for preparedness and response

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM WASH, UNMISS, IOM Camp Management, Fire Aid

Response
This part of the report looks at the provision of equipment to deal with a fire once it has broken out.

FIREFIGHTING EQUIPMENT
For such a large site, fire extinguishers are not a viable option, given the security situation and the risk of misuse or 
weaponization.  However, in areas where there is greater security, such as the IOM WASH compounds, where there are 
generators used at the pumping stations, fire extinguishers should be provided. Other types of equipment more suited 
to use in the PoC includes items, such as buckets, rakes, pikes and shovels.

Fire pikes are in effect a hook on a long pole and can be used to strip burning material off roofs etc, or used ahead of a 
fire to create a fire break by removal of flammable material from roofs etc.
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Photographs 34-35 Examples of fire hook and beater

Provision of firefighting equipment to be stored and accessed at specific points within the Wau 
PoCAA site

33.

OUTPUT Delivery of range of basic firefighting equipment suitable for level of skill and 
environment such as beaters, rakes, buckets and water sacks

OUTCOMES • Provide improved firefighting capacity within all camps
• Reduction of burns injuries

POTENTIAL
STAKEHOLDERS

IOM Camp Management

Fire beaters are an additional option for firefighting and can be used alongside other methods such as bucket chains. 
They are widely used around the world for grass and wildfires, as well as extinguishing any burning material on the 
ground. Fire beaters are simple tools, constructed from wooden poles with either a metal or rubber beater attached. 
They are low cost and low maintenance.  Fire beaters should be located at a fire point.

Feedback from the field suggested some concerns as to the security and safe keeping of firefighting equipment. This 
is something that should be discussed among agencies, UNMISS, and the community. See Also Appendix E for 
Recommendations Specific to the Collective Centres.
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Annex A: Assessment Team Itinerary

Date Steve Jordan Adrian Brown

25-03-18 Team arrives in Juba

26-03-18 Fly out to Wau Meeting with IOM Head of Safety and 
Security

IOM Security Brief Meeting with IOM Program Manager
Meeting with IOM Camp Manager Meeting with IOM Shelter and NFI Program 

Manager
Site visit to Wau PoC AA

27-03-18 Meeting with IOM WASH Travel to Wau
Focus Group meeting with Women’s Group in Wau PoC AA Community hall
Meeting with OXFAM at Wau PoC AA
Site visit of IOM WASH sites at Wau PoC AA

28-03-18 Site visit to Wau PoC AA
Focus group meeting with young men from Wau PoC AA
Inspection of newly constructed shelter in Zone C of Wau PoC AA
Meeting with Community Mobilisers 
Meeting with IOM Health Officer
Meeting with IOM Shelter Officer

Meeting with UNDSS Deputy Field Security Coordinator and UNDSS Fire Safety 
Focal Point

29-03-18 Meeting  with IOM Head of Field Office

Travel to Juba Visit to PoC looking at positioning of 
grinding mills, clearance of market place, 
general fire safety walk round with Camp 
Manager.
Meeting with International Medical Corps 
(IMC health service with POC)

Meeting with IOM Mental Health and 
Psychosocial Services Officer
Meeting with Alfonzo WASH program 
regarding provision of firefighting water
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30 – 03 - 18 Return to UK Site visit looking at clearance of market
Visit to shelter compound fire testing of 
plastic sheets
Site inspection of newly built incinerator in 
IMC compound
Report writing of IMC incinerator
 

31 – 03 -18 Visit to Collective Sites – Nazareth & 
Cathedral

01 – 03 - 18 Report writing

02 – 03 18 Meeting with Peace Corps Organisation re: 
Children’s Education
Visit Revised Mill Grinding Area
Review of Rubbish Collection within PoC
Report writing

03 – 03 - 18 Video interview on role of Fire Aid in South 
Sudan
Update to Camp Manager staff on key 
findings
Travel to Juba
Fire Safety Inspection of IOM Sleeping 
Accommodation, Offices and Workshop area

04 – 03 - 18 Feed back to IOM staff on key findings
Fire Safety Inspection of wharehouse area
Return to UK
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Annex B: Wau Camp Hazard/ Risk Analysis

Hazard Analysis - We need to know everything about the fire hazard….
What causes the fires?
•  Cooking - either using three stone method to cook meals or using ovens both fuelled by charcoal or wood 

exposed to the wind.  Cooking often occurs directly outside the household in communal areas.  Many 
inhabitants construct windbreaks using plates or pans or construct a bamboo shield to reduce the effects of 
wind which can blow hot embers.

•  Disposal of hot ash in or near shelter – there have been fires caused when fire ash has been left to cool down 
in between the stones or placed in the shelter.

•  Waste fires – many people will dispose of ash from fire into garbage piles in the streets.  People do not realise 
that the charcoal or wood is still smouldering away and this will either be covered by more waste or will 
begin to set fire to the waste.

•  Children playing with fire – there is an increasing awareness to children playing with fire.  This may be down 
to children picking up grass or wood used to fuel the fire, matches within easy reach of a child in the shelter 
or due to the transmission of fire in that a parent will ask a child to light some grass from someone else’s fire 
to light their own fire.

•  Candles – there is no lighting inside the household or outside in the communal areas.  Currently, solar street 
lamps are being installed which will help alleviate the problem and increase site safety. However, due to 
grass being fitted on the roofs to improve living conditions, as a side effect, this makes the shelter completely 
pitch black during the day.  Candles are not permitted but are being used as there is no other form of light 
available. Two types of candles exist; wax candles which are stood up on wooden shelves, the floor or other 
furniture by using wax to stand it up.  Or glass jars are adapted with a cloth wick and metal fixing and filled 
with diesel.  Candles are often forgotten or burnt down to the end, knocked over or played with by a child.

•  Arson – there have not been any recorded accounts of arson related fires in Wau PoC AA, compared to the 
various cases in Bentiu. However, there is a continuous risk that gang warfare or household / community 
disputes could result in arson.  This should be monitored and recognised as a realistic potential risk and 
cause.

•  Electrical wiring – there are examples of electrical supplies being established either by the use of solar panels 
or generators.  In all cases, the electrical wiring has been of a poor standards with a potential to overheat or 
short circuit causing arcing and sparking, igniting either the grass roof or shelter sheeting material.

Describe what happens when there is a fire?
It was highlighted during focus group meetings that when a fire occurs in a shelter the community have 
responded quickly using water. However, when there has been a fire involving waste there has been no action 
undertaken to extinguish the fire.  

There is an expectation that UNDSS can be mobilised in the fire truck from the UNMISS base.  It was 
explained that in the past 24 months the fire truck had been requested 5 times but Camp Management staff 
were unaware of such incidents. 
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What fuels are there on the camps?
• Charcoal
• Wood
• Grass roofs
• Sheet material used to cover shelters
• Candles
• Diesel (used for pumps and generators in WASH sites and grinding mills)
• General household waste

When do the fires occur?
Is there seasonal/temporal variability – are there different risks throughout the year (winter/summer) and/
or different times of day?

There is a dry season and wet season.  The risk intensifies during the dry season to a high state of alert. 
However, even though the rainy season does occur over a long period of time and there is a large volume of 
water it should not be taken for granted as the risk does not completely disappear as the materials such as 
the grass roof will dry out very quickly. 

What is their frequency? Are there any trends/changes over time?
• Unknown as no data has been collected.

Where?
• Inside and outside shelters
• On garbage sites

Why do the fires break out?
• People disposing of ash/coal on garbage piles
• Unsafe cooking practices
• Cooking area is too densely packed with children running around
• High gusts of wind that funnel down alleyways and communal areas
• Negligent use of candles
• Unsafe wiring connections
• Children playing with fire
• Gang or neighbourly disputes

Why do they develop/spread?
• Use of shelter construction materials have a high flammability
• High density and close proximity of shelters 

 
Why are they not extinguished quickly?
• Lack of early warning
• Lack of water supplies to extinguish the fire
• Density of shelters can create issues of moving around camp when there is a panic
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• Poor community fire response training
• Time taken to request UNDSS 

Who do the fires affect (the most)?
• Everyone in the community
•  Humanitarians such as camp management as there will be the potential for a negative reaction from the 

community

How do fires affect the community? 
•  Environmentally – any fire that occurs will impact on the living environment for IDP’s.  The living space is 

tightly congested and there are constant pressures about the lack of available space.  Any widespread fire 
will place pressures on the community and humanitarians to move families temporarily to another site 
whilst reconstruction occurs. 

•  Socially – any fire heightens risks of family and community disruptions.  If the fire within a shelter is small 
and does not spread to adjacent properties it is unlikely there will be reprisals.  However, there is a risk any 
larger fire my cause conflict within the community and possibly reprisals.  This would be less likely if the 
cause of the fire is deemed to be accidental, however, if there are concerns that the fire related to a dispute 
and was an act of arson, there is a high risk of wider civil unrest within the PoCAA site.  Another major social 
impact is the loss of personal belongings and identity papers/ documentation.

•  Economically – Those that live within the PoC AA are extremely vulnerable and the impact of a fire can 
inevitably increase the cycle of poverty.  Any fire will risk the destruction and loss of personal items, clothing, 
money, cooking equipment or school work for young people which will be extremely difficult to replace. 

 

Risk Analysis: What can happen?
• Shelter fire
• Fire within a market stall
• Fire within a humanitarian compound such as WASH sites
• Fires involving generators or grinding mills

How likely is it?
•  Shelter fire - There is no specific data of fire within Wau PoC AA.  However, on account of the flammability 

of the construction materials, density of housing and social practices, such as cooking, there is a high risk 
of fires occurring.  Semi-structured interviews and focus group meetings indicated that there are more 
localised small fires within shelters than first thought.  These are being extinguished at a community level 
rapidly.  However, it only highlights the frequency with which such localised fires occur out of the notice of 
camp management and other partners and the risk of such fires spreading and growing. 

•  Fire within a market stall – there are market stalls being created out of shelters on blocks or within the market 
stalls that have illegally settled in the PoC AA.  These moved into the PoC AA when they were previously 
position outside the PoC AA and destroyed by the government.  Due to the haphazard manner in which 
the traders entered the PoCAA following the government expulsion, there are challenges in regulating their 
activities and maintaining safe practices.

•  Fire within a humanitarian compound such as WASH sites – the current working practices within the 
WASH sites such as storage of fuel, no firefighting equipment and unsafe electrical wiring, heightens the 
risk of fires starting.  This can be made safer with improved working practices and safer storage of fuel.  In 
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its current state there is a high risk of fire.

•  Fires involving generators or grinding mills – the use of generators are banned but nonetheless they 
continue to exist and be used within the PoC AA.  Grinding mills are an essential tool for food processing. 

What are the consequences?
•  Fatalities – there is a present risk of fire fatalities within the PoCAA, especially for the most vulnerable of 

the community which are babies, young children, elderly and disabled. This could be due to a small shelter 
fire or a large scale fire. There will be a continuous risk within the short, medium and long term, however, 
with site improvements and wider community education programmes there is an opportunity to reduce the 
risk of fatalities.

•  Casualties – burns and scalds injuries will continue to exist.  In the short term burning waste in public areas 
and not being extinguished enables children to move and play around hot embers and burning waste and 
they can easily fall into the fires.  Cooking practices involving cooking food on open fires or boiling water 
in pots in communal areas which are densely populated and where people move around will cause the risk 
of children or adults tripping or falling into fires causing burns or scalds.  Current treatment of burns and 
scalds involves mixing water and sugar into a paste and applying to the injury. This only serves to worsen 
the burn and impede healing. 

In the medium and long term, on account of the challenging living conditions within PoCAA, fire risks will 
continue to exist. These can be minimised with wider community educations and the introduction of clay 
cooking stoves as an alternative to using open fires.

Currently, a major concern is the burns and scalds injuries purposely caused to babies and young children 
by mothers.  One example, involved a mother pouring boiling water into a baby’s mouth.  This needs further 
investigation to establish the reasons for this.  It is currently assumed that the mother may have been a 
survivor of rape and the child is a result of this.  It is an important child protection issue that if addressed in 
the medium and long term can be stopped.

Smoke inhalation and respiratory injuries will occur when community members attempt to fight the fires.  
In the short term the only effective means of fighting a shelter fire is to get as close as possible to throw 
buckets of water onto the water.  Continued exposure in such circumstances will inevitably cause long term 
respiratory injuries.

In the medium and long term, with the correct level of training and awareness of firefighting techniques 
within the context of the PoCAA, there is an opportunity to make the community response safer. It should 
not be doubted, however, the risk will always be presented when people become trapped in smoke filled 
environments.

Capacity Assessment: Response
•  Who responds when there is a fire? – There is a community level response but currently this is informal 

and UNMISS are mandated to provide a fire response into the PoCAA

•  What training have they had? – The community have had no training.  UNMISS have sufficient training 
and equipment for this environment and a fire response vehicle with a 300 litre water tank

•  What equipment do they have? – The community use buckets used by the household for washing clothes 
and pots and pans. UNMISS  has full fire personal protective equipment.
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•  Is it suitable and maintained? Buckets do provide an important element for fighting the fire.  But there 

is a requirement for improved water supplies to enable a pump to be used to provide a continuous water 
supply.  Fire hooks are required to be able to take down shelters to create a fire break and fire beaters to 
stop fire spread adjacent shelters.  No maintenance required.

• How are they alerted? By shouting 

• What resources, assets do people use to reduce risk? Currently, nothing is used.

• Where do people go to/who do they ask for help? IOM Camp Management team

•  What responses are working, what aren’t? It has been evident that in previous examples of fires the 
community have been effective but this needs to built upon.

• Who uses these measures? Who doesn’t? No one currently 

•  What steps are being taken to make the measures more effective/increase their usage? This will be 
considered after the recommendation of the fire risk reduction report have been presented to IOM.

Training and preparedness
•  Do the community know what to do in the event of a fire? It has been evident that there has been successful 

extinguishment of previous fires.  However, it is yet to be fully considered as to whether the community can 
respond effectively to larger more challenging fires.

•  What do they do? Who does what? It has been explained that the men respond to the fires initially.  At first 
they check the location and extent of the fire and keep the family safe in the shelters.  If it is apparent the 
fire is spreading they will evacuate the family. The women will then fill and carry buckets of water to the fire 
whilst the men attempt to take down the structures and throw water on the fire.

• Who has trained them? No one

• Do they practice fire evacuations? No

• Is there an early warning system? No

Planning
• Are there preparedness, contingency, response plans? (These can be formal or informal) – No

• Who wrote them? (ask to see one) They should be written by UNMISS in partnership with IOM CCCM. 

• How are these disseminated/communicated? N/A 

• Who knows about them? N/A

• What risk avoidance (developmental) strategies are there? N/A
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• What coping strategies are there? Currently unknown

Education/knowledge
• Is fire safety taught in schools or groups? Yes

•  What is the communities’ knowledge of fire, extinguishing it, treating a burn etc?  It is understood that there 
is an understanding of fire and firefighting practices involving the controlled burning of grasslands which is 
a traditional practice.

•  What resources exist in community for communicating information? Media, meetings, agencies, officers?  
There is no established formal communication process currently. However, there are formal community 
representation and volunteer structures that could be used. The lack of knowledge regarding the treatment 
of burns and scalds is particularly concerning. The main treatment currently practised involves mixing 
water and sugar into a paste and wiping it onto the burn. An alternative is using wet mud or toothpaste.

Prevention
• Enchancement of informal and formal legislation, regulation and enforcement regarding fire prevention
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Annex C: Haddon Matrix- Burns & Scalds

Person Agent Physical Environment Social Environment

Pre-event Lack of child care.  
Children running around 
site unsupervised

Children unaware of the 
risk and hazards of burns

Punishment by mother 
on account of the 
illegitimacy of the child 
possibly from rape 

Use of traditional 3 stone 
open fire cooking method 
using charcoal and wood

Use of charcoal fuelled 
ovens

Use of open metal charcoal 
stands with open access to 
hot ashes

High density of shelters 
in limited space

Space between shelters 
used as communal shared 
space adds to congestion

Highly flammable 
materials used for 
construction of shelters

Waste fires not 
extinguished immediately 
and left to burn for days 
in public areas

Congestion caused by high 
population in PoC AA and 
restrictions of land space

Use of unsafe traditional 
cooking practices

Lack of economic 
choice to be able to use 
alternative cooking 
methods or utensils

Event Age of those high risk of 
injury is predominantly 
amongst young children

Low level or incorrect 
knowledge on how to 
treat burns or scald 
injury

Long free flowing fabrics 
worn for clothes for 
females

Open fires insufficiently 
shielded from young 
children

Improper use and 
placement of candles

Waste not collected 
quickly and enables for 
piles to grow

Cooking next to shelter

Time of day when cooking 
occurs due to wind gusts 
that occur during the day

Post Event Inadequate recording 
and monitoring 
systems shared at camp 
management level

Delays in getting the 
burned person to the 
hospital

Lack of knowledge of 
who to contact to get 
immediate emergency 
medical support between 
8pm to 6am

Unavailability of suitable 
materials to deal with 
burns (ointment, cold 
water)

Unable to access health 
care facilities between the 
hours of 8pm to 6am

Poor services delivery in 
hospitals, lacking a burn 
ward for severe / third 
degree burns

Lack of water to treat 
burns after 8pm when 
water is shut off
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Annex D: Shelter/ CCCM Reccomendations

Green recommendations should be implemented immediately. They 
may utilise existing programmes, structures or actions already being 
considered or undertaken.

Orange recommendations are medium-term objectives that could be 
implemented within a timeframe of three to six months.

Red indicates consideration to longer-term implementation beyond six 
months. These have greater cost, resource or organizational impacts. 
These may actually be currently beyond available.


